Abstract: A muon facility-EMuS (Experimental Muon Source)-at China Spallation Neutron Source (CSNS) has been studied since 2007. CSNS, which is designed to deliver a proton beam power of 100 kW at Phase-I, and will serve multidisciplinary research based on neutron scattering techniques, has just completed construction, and is ready to open to general users from September 2018. As an additional platform to CSNS, EMuS aims to provide different muon beams for multiple applications, among which, magnetism study by µSR techniques is a core part. By using innovative designs, such as a long target in conical shape situating in superconducting capture solenoids and forward collection method, EMuS can provide very intense muon beams with a proton beam of 5 kW and 1.6 GeV, from surface muons, decay muons, and high momentum muons to slow muons. In this article, the design aspects of EMuS, including general design, target station, muon beamlines, and µSR spectrometer, as well as prospects for applications on magnetism studies, will be reviewed.
Introduction
µSR is the abbreviation of muon spin relaxation, rotation, and resonance [1, 2] . Since more than thirty years, µSR techniques have been employed as a powerful tool for condensed matter physics,
μSR is the abbreviation of muon spin relaxation, rotation, and resonance [1, 2] . Since more than thirty years, μSR techniques have been employed as a powerful tool for condensed matter physics, especially on the study of magnetism, which has shown significant advantages over other kinds of techniques. With the development of new muon sources and advanced μSR spectrometers, they can play an even more important role in the future of magnetism studies. Due to the sensitivity of the muon to small magnetic field and the capability of probing both static and dynamic local field distribution, muons have been widely used in studying magnetic systems [3] , including magnetically ordered systems, spin-glass system, frustrated spin systems, colossal magnetoresistance, low-dimensional systems, heavy fermion systems, superconductors, and others.
All the existing muon facilities (PSI/SμS [4] , TRIUMF/CMMS [5] , ISIS muon source [6] and J-PARC/MUSE [7] ) are in the process of, or have plans to, upgrading the muon production and μSR spectrometers. A new muon facility RCNP/MuSIC is trying to develop μSR applications [8] . There are also proposals or projects to build new μSR facilities, such as EMuS (Experimental Muon Source) at China Spallation Neutron Source (CSNS) [9] [10] [11] , and muon sources at ROAN [12] and Spallation Neutron Source (SNS). EMuS was proposed to be an extended platform at CSNS for muon science, see Figure 1 , which will be a stand-alone facility and uses about 5% of the total proton beam power or 5 kW. μSR applications are certainly the core of the planned facility. Since 2007, preliminary design and R&D efforts have been carried out. With the recent completion of the CSNS project in March 2018, the construction of the EMuS facility becomes more realistic now. In this article, the design scheme of the EMuS facility, planned μSR spectrometers, and prospects in magnetism study will be presented. 
EMuS Muon Beam Facility

General Design
The present planning is to build two muon facilities at CSNS, and the first one is a stand-alone facility or EMuS that will be built in the near future, whilst the second one will be related to the second target station (TS2) that hosts a spallation target and a muon target in tandem, but is planned 
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The muon beam will be first transported to the so-called muon experimental area by a trunk beamline based on superconducting solenoids and a superferric dipole. Then, it is directed either to the surface muon beam area where three µSR spectrometers are planned, or to the decay muon beam area where other three types of spectrometers are planned. There are also other considerations: adding a thin target just in the front of the main muon target with a surface muon beam extracted in the vertical direction; adding a muon moderation section in the middle of the trunk beamline to provide slow muons.
Proton Beamline and Beam Dump
After the beam collimation that limits the acceptance from 350 πmm-mrad in RTBT to 150 πmm-mrad in the beamline to HEPEA, the proton beam is focused on the muon target with a small spot of about 5 mm in rms. A small proton beam spot is helpful for the collection of pions or muons. In order to separate the muon beam from the spent proton beam, an impinging angle of about 16 degrees to the target is used, which also means the tilt angle to the capture solenoids. As the proton beam is bent in the strong magnetic fields of the capture solenoids, a pair of steering magnets in front of the target is used to align the proton beam to the target in both the horizontal and vertical directions. The beam dump is designed to stand for 5 kW, but the calculated power deposition after bombarding the target is about 3.5 kW. However, since the magnetic field of the main capture solenoid is quite different for the surface muon mode and decay muon mode, the beam path of the spent protons is also quite different in the two working modes. This makes the dump design more complicated.
Muon Target Station
EMuS uses a long graphite target that situates in a high-field capture superconducting solenoid, and collects the muon or pion beam in the forward direction. The studies show that the capture field as high as possible is good for collecting decay muons, but a relatively lower field is preferred for collecting surface muons with high polarization. Other major factors influencing the target station design are the technical challenges and high cost of the high-field large aperture superconducting solenoids and the inner radiation shielding. The optimized design adopts 5 T for decay muon beams and 1 T for surface muon beam. It is also found that a conical target shape is also helpful in increasing the surface muon polarization and reducing the radiation heat in the target station. The present design uses a target of 300 mm in length, 45 mm in base radius. As in other solenoid-based muon capture system, it is important to have a field taper that gradually changes the peak magnetic field at the target location to a lower field in the beamline and converts transverse momentum into longitudinal momentum. At EMuS, three auxiliary capture solenoids with increasing apertures, but lower fields along the beam path, are used for the adiabatic matching, as shown in Figure 3 .
The target and capture solenoids are being designed with an emphasis on µSR applications based on surface muons. With the muon capture method by solenoids, many so-called cloud muons, that are from the pions decayed in flight but at the proximity of the target, are also captured and transported together with surface muons. Even though the cloud muons have the same momentum as the surface muon, their polarizations are almost arbitrary. Therefore, the total beam polarization is significantly lower than a pure surface muon beam that has a polarization close to 100%. Thus, the figure of merit for the design is to have higher IP 2 but with a constraint on the polarization P being larger than 50%, where I stands for muon beam intensity. A compromise between intensity and emittance is also considered, as those muons with a very large emittance contour are difficult to be focused into a small sample spot as required by most µSR experiments, e.g., ϕ30 mm in FWHM. However, a large-emittance high-intensity beam is considered useful for making slow muons that will be developed in the future.
Although heavy shielding with Tungsten material is inserted inside the solenoids, aluminum-based superconductors, similar to that used at COMET [13] , should be used to resist the high-radiation dose rate in the target station. 
Muon Transport Beamlines
After the field taper, two matching solenoids and one superferric-type dipole magnet are used to match the muon/pion beam and bend it by 30 degrees into the straight muon/pion beamline. Medium-momentum decay muons with high polarization and high-momentum muons are from the pions with a selected momentum bite that decay in the straight beamline section. To obtain high polarization for μSR applications, the medium-momentum decay muons are from backward pion decays. The high-momentum muons for applications, such as muon imaging, are from forward pion decays, and polarization is not required here. As the beam emittance is as large as 10-100 πmm-rad depending on different working modes, the focusing in the trunk beamline is based on superconducting solenoids. Periodic focusing is used for the most part of the straight section, but solenoids near the dipoles should have the ability to provide matchings. The momentum covering range for the trunk beamline is from 25 to 450 MeV/c. Figure 4 shows one design of the magnetic field pattern for transporting decay muons. In fact, the beamline transports a mixed beam of pions and muons, and pions continue to decay into muons along the beamline. It is feasible to employ the neutrinos from the pion decays in the straight section for low-energy neutrino cross-section measurements. 
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After the field taper, two matching solenoids and one superferric-type dipole magnet are used to match the muon/pion beam and bend it by 30 degrees into the straight muon/pion beamline. Medium-momentum decay muons with high polarization and high-momentum muons are from the pions with a selected momentum bite that decay in the straight beamline section. To obtain high polarization for μSR applications, the medium-momentum decay muons are from backward pion decays. The high-momentum muons for applications, such as muon imaging, are from forward pion decays, and polarization is not required here. As the beam emittance is as large as 10-100 πmm-rad depending on different working modes, the focusing in the trunk beamline is based on superconducting solenoids. Periodic focusing is used for the most part of the straight section, but solenoids near the dipoles should have the ability to provide matchings. The momentum covering range for the trunk beamline is from 25 to 450 MeV/c. Figure 4 shows one design of the magnetic field pattern for transporting decay muons. In fact, the beamline transports a mixed beam of pions and muons, and pions continue to decay into muons along the beamline. It is feasible to employ the neutrinos from the pion decays in the straight section for low-energy neutrino cross-section measurements. The branch beamlines to the surface muon spectrometers and the decay muon spectrometers are still under design, and each area will include as many as three spectrometers. For the beamlines to the surface muon spectrometers, both superconducting magnets and room-temperature magnets are under consideration; for the beamlines to the decay muon spectrometers, only superconducting magnets are under consideration. Table 1 summarizes the EMuS muon beam parameters in the trunk beamline, which are based on the Monte-Carlo simulations with G4beamline. We plan to use spatial splitting method by electrostatic fields to deliver surface muon beam to three µSR spectrometers simultaneously. A beam collimation will be used to provide usual beam spots of about 30 mm in FWHM at the samples, thus, a muon rate of 10 5 per second is expected for µSR applications. The high-intensity large-emittance surface muon beam in the trunk beamline is considered useful for future slow muon production. For decay muons, the situation will be similar for µSR applications, but higher intensity with larger emittance could be useful for other applications. 
µSR Spectrometers
µSR is a technology to study the micro-mechanism and magnetism of condensed matter by measuring the time spectrum of the muon depolarization in a sample. It can be used in any form of material and under many experimental conditions, such as high temperature, high pressure, extremely low temperature, high external electromagnetic fields, light irradiation, radiofrequency field, and other conditions. For different experiments, different spectrometer types are needed. The most commonly used µSR methods are TF (transverse field) µSR, LF (longitudinal field) µSR, ZF (zero field) µSR, RF (radio frequency) µSR, and LE (low energy) µSR. They also depend on muon beam types, either a DC beam such as at PSI/SµS and TRIUMF/CMMS, or a pulsed beam such as at ISIS and J-PARC/MUSE. Recently, the LE-µSR technique by using moderated slow or ultra-slow muons is a hotspot worldwide, and has very powerful applications in surface physics. For pulsed muon beams, as beam intensity goes higher and higher, the count rate limitation from the conventional detection technique based on plastic scintillators and photomultipliers (PMT) becomes a serious problem. Very large detector arrays, e.g., a few thousands of detector units, especially those based on SiPM (silicon photomultiplier) detectors become very attractive [14, 15] .
At EMuS, different µSR spectrometers are planned, but will be built up gradually. To facilitate µSR experiments with high magnetic field, the muon bunch chopping method, as used at ISIS/HiFi spectrometer, might be considered [16] . A µSR spectrometer prototype based on PMTs is under development. At the same time, the design of a full-scale super µSR spectrometer, based on the SiPM technique, is also under way. Both spectrometers are presented here.
µSR Spectrometer Prototype for EMuS
A µSR spectrometer usually includes parts: a detector array, a sample chamber, and an external magnetic field system, electronics and data acquisition system, control system, running monitoring software, and data processing software. The detector array can detect the positrons emitted by the muons decayed in a sample. The sample chamber and external magnetic field system can provide different sample conditions and the required magnetic field. As shown in Figure 5 , the spectrometer prototype has an array of 128 channels (front and rear, each 64 channels), and each channel consists of a plastic scintillator, light guide, and a PMT. In the integrated design, it includes the following parts: beam pipe, sample chamber (sample holder, cryostat), detector system (scintillators, degraders, light guides, PMTs), and magnetic coils (longitudinal field, 0-300 Gauss). After detailed simulations, we have completed the integrated design and determined the parameters of key parts that are shown in the Figure 5 . Some modules of the prototype are being tested at the ISIS muon source in collaboration.
Design of a Super-μSR Spectrometer
As mentioned earlier, although a high-intensity pulsed muon source has the advantage of detection efficiency, the count rate is limited by the detector system based on PMT. It can be solved by increasing the detector units and reducing the solid angle of a single detector. However, conventional PMT has a large size, and is expensive and very sensitive to magnetic fields. The recently developed SiPM detector has the property being very efficient in detection, compact, and cheap, thus, is considered a good candidate for future large array μSR spectrometers. It is insensitive to magnetic fields, and can be used under strong magnetic field (~10 Tesla). PSI and J-PARC have already developed new μSR spectrometers based on SiPM [14, 15] .
At EMuS, the situation for the data pileup is even more challenging than in other pulsed muon sources, because it is driven by a proton beam of a quite low repetition rate of 2.5 Hz, and the peak muon flux is very high, due to the thick target situating in the high-field superconducting capture solenoid. In this case, a SiPM-based spectrometer is very attractive. Having much more detector units with SiPM technology, compared with most μSR spectrometers, will almost recover the disadvantage of the low repetition rate at EMuS. Furthermore, a much stricter energy degrader, to throw away low-energy positrons, is planned to increase the "asymmetry" parameter that is the key in μSR experiments. The present design of the so-called super-μSR spectrometer aims to have 2560 channels with a symmetrical double loop structure with 40 detector modules, see Figure 6 . Each module consists of 64 plastic scintillators and 64 SiPMs, an ASIC-type integrated circuit and an FPGA development board. The magnetic field system consists of two sets of Helmholtz coils: a set of three-dimensional magnetic coils that mainly provides zero-field compensation to counteract the influence of the geomagnetic field, and a set of two-dimensional magnetic field coils that provides a longitudinal field of 0.5 T, and a transverse field of 0.03 T for measurements. The sample chamber uses a dilution refrigerator. The electronic system is different from traditional μSR spectrometers. After detailed simulations, we have completed the integrated design and determined the parameters of key parts that are shown in the Figure 5 . Some modules of the prototype are being tested at the ISIS muon source in collaboration.
Design of a Super-µSR Spectrometer
As mentioned earlier, although a high-intensity pulsed muon source has the advantage of detection efficiency, the count rate is limited by the detector system based on PMT. It can be solved by increasing the detector units and reducing the solid angle of a single detector. However, conventional PMT has a large size, and is expensive and very sensitive to magnetic fields. The recently developed SiPM detector has the property being very efficient in detection, compact, and cheap, thus, is considered a good candidate for future large array µSR spectrometers. It is insensitive to magnetic fields, and can be used under strong magnetic field (~10 Tesla). PSI and J-PARC have already developed new µSR spectrometers based on SiPM [14, 15] .
At EMuS, the situation for the data pileup is even more challenging than in other pulsed muon sources, because it is driven by a proton beam of a quite low repetition rate of 2.5 Hz, and the peak muon flux is very high, due to the thick target situating in the high-field superconducting capture solenoid. In this case, a SiPM-based spectrometer is very attractive. Having much more detector units with SiPM technology, compared with most µSR spectrometers, will almost recover the disadvantage of the low repetition rate at EMuS. Furthermore, a much stricter energy degrader, to throw away low-energy positrons, is planned to increase the "asymmetry" parameter that is the key in µSR experiments. The present design of the so-called super-µSR spectrometer aims to have 2560 channels with a symmetrical double loop structure with 40 detector modules, see Figure 6 . Each module consists of 64 plastic scintillators and 64 SiPMs, an ASIC-type integrated circuit and an FPGA development board. The magnetic field system consists of two sets of Helmholtz coils: a set of three-dimensional magnetic coils that mainly provides zero-field compensation to counteract the
influence of the geomagnetic field, and a set of two-dimensional magnetic field coils that provides a longitudinal field of 0.5 T, and a transverse field of 0.03 T for measurements. The sample chamber uses a dilution refrigerator. The electronic system is different from traditional µSR spectrometers. The signals from the front-end go through the ASIC integrated circuit, and are treated in the FPGA board, then, the data is transferred to the Data Acquisition (DAQ) computer.
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Prospects in Magnetism Study at EMuS
Comparison between μSR and Other Probes for Magnetism
The magnetism of materials mostly originates from the spin-spin interaction in the system that yields static magnetic orders under long-ranged spin correlation or dynamic magnetic excitations in the form of coherent spin waves or incoherent spin fluctuations. In order to study the magnetism in bulk materials, one should use a probe sensitive to the spin interaction or the local magnetic field; such probes can be neutrons, photons, electrons, muons, etc. For example, neutron scattering, where the spin-1/2 magnetic moment of neutron interacts with the electron spins, is an ideal tool to study both magnetic order and excitations from 0 to 1 eV under different resolutions. The recently developed resonant inelastic X-ray scattering (RIXS) is also a very powerful probe on high-energy spin excitations. μSR is a very important technique to study the magnetism for its sensitivity to the internal magnetic field and spin orders. In principle, μSR is similar to nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) and electron spin resonance (ESR) [1] . While NMR uses nuclear moment to probe the local magnetic field and is highly selective on nucleus, μSR uses muon as an implanted guest in host materials, which breaks the limits on some specific materials in NMR research. Figure 7 shows time windows for these typical experimental probes on magnetism, μSR covers time range from 1 ns to 10 ms (10 4 to 10 12 Hz), which is between neutron scattering and NMR with overlapping. Since μSR is very sensitive to small magnetic moments as low as only 0.01 μB, and such tiny moments are nearly invisible in neutron powder diffraction or even neutron scattering on large-sized single crystals, it is a complementary tool to neutron scattering to study the existence of static magnetic moments. Although μSR is not able to give the detailed magnetic structure, due to its absence of momentum resolution, it can independently measure both the magnetic volume fraction and ordered moment, making it a unique and ideal real-space probe to investigate local magnetic fields in materials [17] .
In the following sections, using recent topical examples of measurements made at other muon sources, we will show some potential μSR applications on magnetism at EMuS. 
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μSR Study on Magnetically Ordered Materials
Zero-field μSR (ZF-μSR) is an ideal technique to study the magnetic order in a material, since the magnitude of its oscillating signal is very sensitive to the directions of local fields. Specifically, ZF-μSR can distinguish the disordered spin distribution, short-range spin glass order, long-range spin density wave, as well as other magnetic textures, by giving the information about magnetic phase transition temperature, and ordered moment and volume.
The key of a μSR experiment is to analyze the time spectra of the muon-spin polarization by a correct relaxation function, and then to analyze the related parameters upon changing temperature or magnetic fields, to study the changes of the magnetic properties. Although different relaxation functions are used in particular experimental setups and samples as a basis, they include an exponential decay term, a Gaussian term, and a constant term, amongst others. [17] . In Figure 8 , the melanothallite, Cu2OCl2 is shown as an example, and the ZF-μSR spectra shows a clear muon spin precession signal below 65 K, which reflects a phase transition to a long-range magnetic order. The relaxation function is
where A 1 and A 2 refer to the asymmetry of muons stopped in the sample, σ and λ are relaxation rates, f is the muon spin precession frequency, is the initial phase, and A B is a constant background. Below 70 K, these parameters, A 1 , A 2 , σ, and f, experience a sudden change, which indicates the onset of magnetic order [18] . 
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μSR Study on Quantum Spin Liquid Materials
In recent years, the search for quantum spin liquid (QSL) materials has attracted significant attention, due to their potential application in quantum information technologies, and the possible relevance to high-T c superconductivity. The characteristic of spin liquid materials is that their spins are highly entangled, and remain disordered even down to zero temperature. μSR is an irreplaceable tool to search for such QSL states in a time window, which is nicely complementary to neutron and other probes (see Figure 7) , and the best probe to clarify whether it is a short-ranged spin glass state or not. With μSR results, there are three possible lines of evidence for the existence of a spin liquid: (1) the ZF signals change continuously without showing spin precession at all temperatures even down to the mK range; (2) ZF-μSR shows a relaxation plateau feature at low temperature from a weak slowing down of the spin fluctuation, rather than the continuously increasing in a spin glass system; (3) the stretching exponent, β, gradually drops to a small value from high temperature to the base temperature. i.e., for QSL materials β is always above 1/2, but for a spin glass system, β is expected to drop to 1/3 at the spin freezing temperature [23, 24] . Figure 10 shows YbMgGaO 4 that supports the formation of a gapless U(1) QSL ground state in this triangular antiferromagnet [25] . Very recently, μSR is used to identify many newly discovered QSL candidates, e.g., a spin-1/2 material Cu 3 Zn(OH) 6 FBr with a gapped Z 2 QSL state [26] , the non-magnetically ordered system 6HB-Ba 3 NiSb 2 O 9 [27] , a possible antiferromagnetic liquid ground state in Ce 2 Sn 2 O 7 [28] . 
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μSR Studies on Superconducting Materials
Another important application of μSR at EMuS is the measurement of magnetic penetration depth (λ) on superconducting materials, which represents the superfluid density in the superconducting state. In type-II superconductors, the superconducting vortices usually are arranged in a triangular or square lattice under high magnetic field, where the distance between vortex cores is determined by the field: d~B −1/2 . The first step is to extract the relationship between muon spin depolarization rate σ and the temperature at different magnetic-field distributions in the superconductor. Considering the broadening both from the randomly sampled field distribution of the vortex lattice and the randomly oriented nuclear magnetic moment in the sample, the effect of nuclear dipolar field σ N is added to the σ, then we have .
Here, σ SC is the superconducting part of the Gaussian depolarization rate, which can be converted into the in-plane magnetic penetration depth λ ab via [29] [30] [31] :
where γ μ /2π = 135.5 MHz/T is the muon gyromagnetic ratio, and Ф 0 = 2.068 × 10 −15 Wb is the magnetic flux quantum. By combining Equations (2) and (3), we can obtain the temperature dependence of the inverse-squared penetration depth . For highly anisotropic layered superconductors, such as the cuprate superconductors, λ is mainly determined by the in-plane penetration depth λ ab [32] .
The magnetic penetration depth λ can give very important information about the pairing symmetry, since is directly proportional to the superfluid density. For example, the temperature dependence of in the iron selenide superconductor FeSe0.85 (T c ≈ 8.3 K) was found to be inconsistent with an isotropic s-wave symmetry of the superconducting gap [33] . TF and ZF-μSR experiments on the non-centrosymmetric compound, La7Ir3, have confirmed that time-reversal symmetry is broken in the superconducting state, since a spontaneous static or quasistatic magnetization has been clearly observed below T c ≈ 8.3 K (Figure 11 ), thus, La7Ir3 is an unconventional superconductor with a dominant s-wave component [34] . 
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